1 BUILD
Your personal role in peacebuilding.

2 EXPLORE
Tools and games to transform conflicts.

3 REFLECT
About your identity and ability to understand the other.
The UWC (United World Colleges) movement has already trained more than 40,000 young people of more than 180 nationalities in its first 50 years.

All the academic programmes and courses taught by UWC in the five continents have the same aim: to demonstrate that it is possible to change the world, to transmit enthusiasm and to show that, together, the dream of a planet in which peace, solidarity and sustainability prevails is viable.
5 DAYS OF COLLABORATIVE DYNAMICS, GAMES AND ACTION TO LEARN TOGETHER TO BUILD PEACE.

OUR PROPOSAL

Do you want to explore your personal role in peacebuilding while learning how to manage conflicts?

In ActionxPeace we will reflect on our own identities and realities in order to be able to understand the other as a way to transform conflicts.

If you were born in 2006, 2007 or 2008 and are interested in learning more about conflict transformation and peacebuilding - fundamental values of the mission of the United World Colleges - don’t hesitate, apply for a place in our ActionxPeace programme to be held on 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 December 2022 at El Casar de la Inesa, Nambroca (Toledo).

Fill in and send us the online application form that you will find on the website https://www.es.uwc.org/ between 21 September and 31 October 2022, attaching all the relevant documents, and you will participate in the 2022 call.
THE TEAM

The team is led by former students from the United World Colleges with specific knowledge on peacebuilding processes, leadership, environmental issues, education, leisure and free time, as well as artistic and multidisciplinary areas.
THE SETTING

ACTIONXPEACE WILL TAKE PLACE IN EL CASAR DE LA INESA, IN NAMBRROCA (TOLEDO).

HTTPS://WWW.ELCASARDELAINESA.COM/
GOALS

• Become increasigly aware that you represent a force for social change in your community.

• To learn the tools to be able to understand and transform conflicts and become peacebuilders.

• Explore through a recreational program your own identities and strengths as peacebuilders.

• To empower you to put into practice your commitment to a more peaceful world by drawing up your own "manifesto for peace".
Nº OF PLACES: 50-60

LANGUAGE: BILINGUAL ENGLISH-SPANISH

DATES: 3 - 7 DECEMBER

LOCATION: EL CASAR DE LA INESA - TOLEDO

The meeting point will be at Atocha station, in Madrid, and the participants will be transported by bus from there to Casar de la Inesa.

FEE: 350€

TO SIGN UP YOU MUST:


- Have completed the online application form in accordance with the instructions and attach the necessary documentation specified therein.

You will find all the information at https://www.es.uwc.org/ from 21 September to 31 October.

CANCELLATION POLICY:

In the case you decide to cancel your attendance to AXP 2022, a full refund of the place-holding deposit will be made as long as you communicate your decision before November 17th.

You may cancel your participation, for justified cause, with a refund of 75% of the amount paid if requested at least 7 calendar days prior to the start of the programme, 50% if requested at least 4 calendar days prior to the start of the programme and 25% if requested within 48 hours prior to the start of the event.

In the case that a participant leaves AxP during the programme under any circumstance beyond our control, there will be no right to any refund.
CONTACT INFORMATION

cmu@colegiosmundounido.org

C/ Edgar Neville, 5 - °C
28020 Madrid
Tel. (+34) 91 702 24 24